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ON ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS IN AN ORDERED FIELD WITH
AN INFINITE RANK VALUATION
HE´CTOR M. MORENO
Abstract. Let K be the scalar field of the first orthomodular (or Form
Hilbert) space, described by H. Keller in 1980. It has a non-Archimedean
order, an infinite rank valuation compatible with the order as well as an ex-
plicitly defined ultrametric, all of which induce the same topology.
We study analytic functions defined on valued field K, and we will establish
an invertibility local theorem for these functions as an application of Banach
fixed point theorem on a particular complete metric space.
1. Preliminaries
Let K be the scalar field of the first orthomodular space, described by H. Keller
([5]), which is provided with an infinite rank valuation. H. Moreno introduced in
[1], [2] and [3] an Ultrametric Calculus on K, where its studied some properties
of analytic functions and strictly continuous differentiable functions on K. In this
article, we will continue the study of analytic functions defined on K, using the
fact that the order topology is induced by an infinite rank valuation as well an
ultrametric. Moreover, following ideas of [3], its posible to prove that analytic
functions with non-null derivative in an open set has a local analityc inverse.
We shortly review the construction of the field K, see [1] and [5] for more details.
Let F0 := R and {X1, X2, X3, . . .} a set of variables. For each n ≥ 1, we define
Fn = Fn−1(Xn) = R(X1, . . . , Xn) and F∞ =
⋃
n∈N
Fn.
Considering R with the usual order, we define the order on F∞ inductively as
follows: P (Xn) = a0+ . . .+asX
s
n ∈ Fn−1[Xn] is positive if and only if as is positive.
On the another hand, a quotient of polynomials
p(Xn)
q(Xn)
∈ Fn, with q(Xn) 6= 0,
is positive if and only if p(Xn)q(Xn) is positive. (F∞,≤) is a non-Archimedean
ordered field, since the variable X1 is an upper bound of N .
We define the field K as the completion of F∞ by Cauchy sequences with respect
to the order topology. The order of F∞ is extended to K by usual arguments, and
we have that K is an ordered field. The order induces an absolute value | |, in the
classical sense, |x| = max{x,−x} for all x.
Now we will introduce a non-archimedean valuation on K. The interplay between
the order and this valuation will be crucial in the proof of the results presented in
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this article. The value group of the valuation of K is
Γ :=
{
γ ∈ (gn11 , g
n2
2 , g
n3
3 , ..., g
ni
i , ...) ∈
∞∏
i=1
Gi : ni ∈ Z such that supp(γ) is finite
}
,
where supp(γ) = {i ∈ N : ni 6= 0}, and each Gi is a multiplicatively subgroup
generated by a real number gi > 1 ordered by the usual ordering of R. Γ is a lin-
early ordered group with the componentwise operation and the antilexicographical
ordering, that is, if 0 6= (gj)j∈N ∈ Γ and m = max supp((gj)), then
(gj)j∈N > 0 in Γ⇐⇒ gm > 0 in Gm.
The non-archimedean valuation v0 : K → Γ∪{0} is trivial on R and maps each Xi
to gˆn := (1, ..., 1, gn, 1, ...) ∈ Γ. v0 can be extended uniquely to a non-archimedean
valuation v on K with the same value group.
The valuation v is compatible with the order defined before on K in the following
sense: For all a, b ∈ K if |a| ≤ |b| then v(a) ≤ v(b). Equivalently, v(a) > v(b)
implies |a| > |b|. This implies that the topologies induced by the order and the
valuation are identical on K. Moreover, this common topology τ on K is (ul-
tra)metrizable and the ultrametric on K is defined by the map d(x, y) = φ(|x− y|)
where φ(0) = 0, and
φ(x) = 2−min{m∈N: X
−1
m
≤x} (x > 0).
From the definitions of ≤ and | | onK, we can conclude that the following inclusions
are hold
{x ∈ K : |x− a| <
1
Xn
} ⊂ {x ∈ K : v(x− a) < gˆ−1n } ⊂ {x ∈ K : |x− a| <
1
Xn−1
}
for each a ∈ K and n ≥ 1
Let r ∈ Γ and a ∈ K. The open ball with center a and radius r is the set
Ba(r
−) = {x ∈ K : v(x− a) < r}.
The closed ball with center a and radius r is the set
Ba(r
−) = {x ∈ K : v(x− a) ≤ r}.
2. Analytic functions.
Given a sequence a, a0, a1, ... in K, we define a power series
∞∑
j=0
aj(z − a)
j in the
classical sense. Since the valued group Γ has an infinitude of convex subgroups
and the order on K is non-Archimedean, if x ∈ K then exists y ∈ K such that
xn < y for all n ∈ N. Then, we obtain the following theorem proved in [1] and [2]
concerning convergence of power series.
Theorem 2.1 ([1],[2]). A power series
∞∑
j=0
ajz
j with aj ∈ K converges, for z 6= 0,
if and only if lim
n→∞
an = 0.
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Let D ⊆ K be a non-empty open set. We shall say that a function f : D → K is
analytic in D if there exist u ∈ D, r ∈ Γ and a0, a1, . . . ∈ K such that for every
z ∈ D
f(z) =
∞∑
n=0
an(z − u)
n.
An analytic function is infinitely many times differentiable in the order topology.
Considering f(z) as above we have f ′(z) =
∞∑
n=1
n an(z − u)
n−1 for z ∈ D. The
following theorem says that it does not matter the choose of u ∈ D in the definition
of analyticity.
Theorem 2.2 ([1],[4]). Let f be an analytic function in a open subset D. Then
for every v ∈ D there exists b0, b1, . . . ∈ K such that f(z) =
∞∑
n=0
bn(z − v)
n for all
z ∈ D.
Although the topology τ defined on K is zero dimensional, the set of zeros of an
analytic function on a ball Ba(r) does not have an accumulation point. Then,
applying the theorems 2.1 and 2.2, it is possible to show that a function f(z) is
analytic in D if and only if there exists a0, a1, ... ∈ K such that for every z ∈ D
f(z) =
∞∑
n=0
anz
n.
Let X ⊂ K be a set with no isolated points. Given a function f : X → K, we shall
say that f is continuously differentiable on X (f ∈ C1(X → K)) if the function
Φ1f(x, y) =
f(x)− f(y)
x− y
(x, y ∈ X, x 6= y),
can be entended to a continuous function on X ×X .
Lemma 2.3 ([3]). Let X ⊂ K without isolated points and let (fn)n be a sequence
of C1-functions in X. Let us suppose that f(x) := lim
n→∞
fn(x) exists pointwise on
X and lim
n→∞
Φ1fn exists uniformly on X × X \ ∆. Then, f ∈ C
1(X → K) and
lim
n→∞
Φ1fn = Φ1f uniformly on X ×X.
Since an analytic function f(z) on an open set X is a pointwise limit of polynomials
pn(z), by Lema 2.3 we have that f is also a continuously differentiable on X (f ∈
C1(X → K).
For the proof of the next theorems we need to introduce the residual field associated
to K. Let us consider now the following sets
R = {z ∈ K : v(z) ≤ 1} = B0(1)
D = {z ∈ K : v(z) < 1} = B0(1
−)
Then R is a local ring with maximal ideal D. The residual field is kˆ := R/D, it
is kˆ is isomorphic to R, therefore is an Archimedean ordered field, so there exists
an order-embedding φ : kˆ → R. The canonical homomorphism from R to kˆ is the
map x 7→ π(x).
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Theorem 2.4 (Maximum principle). Let f be an analytic function on B0(r) given
by
∞∑
n=0
anz
n, then there exists max{v(f(z)) : v(z) ≤ r} in Γ and
max{v(f(z)) : v(z) ≤ r} = max{v(f(z)) : v(z) = r} = max
n∈N
{v(an)r
n} <∞.
Proof. Let f be an analytic function on B0(1), kˆ = B0(1)/B0(1
−) the residual field
and x 7→ π(x) the quotient map B0(1)→ kˆ. Without loss of generality we suppose
that max
n
v(an) = 1.
Since lim
n→∞
anz
n = 0 we have π(an) = 0 for n large, so the quotient map induces a
nonzero polynomial
(π(f))(x) =
m∑
n=0
π(an)x
n ∈ kˆ[X ]
for some m ∈ N. π(f) has only finite many zeros and |kˆ| =∞, so there exists s ∈ kˆ
such that s 6= π(0) and (π(f))(s) 6= π(0) . Let b ∈ K with π(b) = s, so we have
v
(
∞∑
n=0
anb
n
)
= 1
and hence
max{v(f(z)) : v(z) ≤ 1} = max{v(f(z)) : v(z) = 1} = 1
(
= max
n∈N
{v(an)(1)
n}
)
.
To prove the case r ∈ Γ arbitrary, we can repeat the arguments above to the
function g(z) = f(az) with a ∈ K, v(a) = r and z ∈ B0(1). 
Corollary 2.5 (Liouville theorem). A bounded analytic function f : K → K is
constant.
Proof. By theorem 2.2, there exist a0, a1, a2, . . . ∈ K that f(z) =
∞∑
n=0
anz
n for all
z ∈ K. Applying theorem 2.4, we have that v(an)s
n ≤ r for all s ∈ Γ, which
implies that v(an) ≤ (s
n)−1r. In particular, considering the sequence (sm) defined
by sm = Xm, we observe
v(an) ≤ lim
m→∞
v(Xnm)
−1r = 0
for all n ≥ 1. Then, an = 0 for all n ≥ 1. 
Let f : D → K an non-constant analytic function and let x0 ∈ K. By theorem 2.2,
f has a power expansion series about x0 of the form
f(z) =
∞∑
n=0
an(z − x0)
n (z ∈ K).
By usual arguments we prove that an =
f (n)(x0)
n!
for each n ∈ N. Therefore, for all
x ∈ K there exist mx ∈ N \ {0} such that f
(mx)(x) 6= 0, otherwise f(z) would be a
constant function. Then, for each x ∈ K
min{n ∈ N \ {0} : f (n)(x) 6= 0}
exists.
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Proposition 2.6. Let f : D → K a non-constant analytic function, and let x0 ∈ D.
If
m = min{n ∈ N \ {0} : f (n)(x0) 6= 0},
then x0 is a relative extremum if and only if m is even. In this case, x0 is a
maximum if f (m)(x0) < 0, and is a minimum if f
(m)(x0) > 0.
Proof. If f is an analytic function on D, then f has a power series expansion of the
form
f(z) =
∞∑
n=0
f (n)(x0)
n!
(z − x0)
n (z ∈ D).
Let h ∈ K, we replace z by x0 + h in the expression above and we obtained
f(x0 + h)− f(x0) =
f (m)(x0)h
m
m!
+
∞∑
n=m+1
f (n)(x0)
n!
hn.
For the first part, we prove that there exist a neighbourhood V of x0 such that for
each h ∈ V , f(x0 + h)− f(x0) and
f (m)(x0)h
m
m!
have the same sign.
The power series
∞∑
n=0
f (n)(x0)
n!
(z−x0)
n converges inK, so lim
n→∞
f (n)(x0)
n!
= 0. Then,
by theorem 2.1 there exist g ∈ G such that for all n ≥ m
v
(
f (n)(x0)
n!
)
< g,
as well as g1, g2 ∈ G such that
g−11 < g y g
−1
2 < g
−1v
(
f (m)(x0)
m!
)
.
Let δ ∈ K with v(δ) < min{g−11 , g
−1
2 , 1}, then for each h ∈ (−δ, 0) ∪ (0, δ) and
n > m we have
v(h) ≤ v(δ) < min{g−11 , g
−1
2 , 1} and
v
(
f (n)(x0)
n!
hn−m
)
< gmin{g−11 , g
−1
2 , 1} ≤ v
(
f (m)(x0)
m!
)
,
that is,
v
(
f (n)(x0)h
n
n!
)
< v
(
f (m)(x0)h
m
m!
)
.
Therefore,
v
(
∞∑
n=m+1
f (n)(x0)
n!
hn
)
≤ max
{
v
(
f (n)(x0)
n!
hn
)
: n ≥ m+ 1
}
< v
(
f (m)(x0)h
m
m!
)
,
and which implies ∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
n=m+1
f (n)(x0)
n!
hn
∣∣∣∣∣ < |f
(m)(x0)||h|
m
m!
.
By properties of the absolute value, from the expression
f(x0 + h)− f(x0) =
f (m)(x0)h
m
m!
+
∞∑
n=m+1
f (n)(x0)
n!
hn,
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we conclude
f(x0 + h)− f(x0) and
f (m)(x0)
m!
hm
have the same sign for all h ∈ (−δ, 0) ∪ (0, δ).
Now, x0 is a relative extremum of f if and only if the sign of f(x0 + h)− f(x0) is
the same for each h ∈ (−δ, 0)∪(0, δ). This is true if and only if m is even, otherwise
hm is negative if h < 0 and positive if h > 0. Then, x0 is relative maximum (resp.
minimum) if and only if m is even and f (m)(x0) < 0 (resp. f
(m)(x0) > 0).

A direct consecuence of the previous proposition is the following corollary.
Corollary 2.7. If x0 is a relative extremum of f , then f
′(x0) = 0.
Proposition 2.8. Let f : [a, b] → K an analytic function. If f ′(z) > 0 for all
z ∈ [a, b] then f(a) < f(b).
Proof. Firstly, we suppose that f analytic on [0, 1] and f(0) = 0. Let f(z) =
∞∑
j=0
ajz
j for z ∈ [0, 1], without loss of generality we can assume that max
j
v(aj) = 1.
As in the proof of theorem 2.4, the quotient map x 7→ π(x) induces a nonzero
polynomial
(π(f))(x) =
m∑
n=0
π(an)x
n ∈ kˆ[X ].
We remind that the residual field is kˆ := R/D is isomorphic to R by an order-
embedding φ : kˆ → R. Let p(x) ∈ R[x] the polynomial resulting from f under φ ◦ π
given by p(x) =
m∑
n=0
(φ ◦ π)(an)x
n. Then, the derivative p′(x) is the polynomial
resulting from f ′ under φ ◦ π.
For every α ∈ (0, 1) in K we have that f ′(α) > 0, then f ′(α) = π(f ′(α)) + δf ′(α)
for some δf ′(α) ∈ K with v(δf ′(α)) < 1. Hence, we can conclude that p
′(x) ≥ 0 in
R for all x ∈ R.
Since max
j
v(aj) = 1, p(x) is a non-null polynomial and its derivative is positive on
[0, 1] in R, and p(0)=0. Therefore p(0) < p(1), which implies that
f(1) = π(f(1)) + δf(1)
with π(f(1)) 6= π(0) and v(δf(1)) < 1. By the definition of the order of K, kˆ and
φ, we have that f(0) < f(1).
Suppose now that f is analytic on [a, b] and f ′ ≥ 0 on [a, b], we can repeat the
argument above before to the function F (x) = f((b − a)x + a) − f(0) which is an
analytic function on [0, 1], F (0) = 0 and its derivative is positive on [0, 1]. 
Corollary 2.9. Let f : [a, b]→ K an analytic function.
(1) If f ′(z) > 0 for all z ∈ (a, b) then f is monotone increasing in [a, b].
(2) If f ′(z) < 0 for all z ∈ (a, b) then f is monotone decreasing in [a, b].
The following example shows the existence of an analytic function f on [a, b] with
f ′(z) 6= 0 on [a, b], but it does not have relatives extremes on [a, b].
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Example 2.10. We consider f(z) : [1, X21 ] → K an analytic function defined by
f(z) =
1
3
z3 −X1z. The derivative of f(z) is f
′(z) = z2 −X1, and we observe that
f ′(z) 6= 0 for all z ∈ [1, X21 ].
Let z1, z2 ∈ K. Consider the following cases:
(1) Suppose that X1 ≤ z1 ≤ z2, then
f(z1) = z1
(
z21
3
−X1
)
≤ z1
(
z22
3
−X1
)
≤ z2
(
z22
3
−X1
)
= f(z2).
(2) If s < z1 ≤ z2 < X1 for all s ∈ R, it can be prove directly that
min
{(
z21
3
−X1
)
,
(
z22
3
−X1
)}
≥ 0.
As the previous part, it is proven that f(z1) ≤ f(z2).
(3) If 0 ≤ z1 ≤ z2 ≤ s for all s ∈ R, we have that
z21
3
≤
z22
3
< X1. Then
f(z2) = z2
(
z22
3
−X1
)
= −z2
(
X1 −
z22
3
)
≤ −z1
(
X1 −
z22
3
)
≤ −z1
(
X1 −
z21
3
)
= f(z1).
(4) If 0 ≤ z1 ≤ t y s < z2 for some t ∈ R and for all s ∈ R, then f(z1) ≤ 0 ≤
f(z2).
Therefore, f is negative and decreasing on [1, X21 ]∩{z : 0 ≤ z ≤ s for some s ∈ R} ,
and f is positive and increasing on [1, X21 ]∩{z : s ≤ z for all s ∈ R}. However, f(z)
does not have a minimum on this interval because f ′(z) 6= 0 for all z ∈ [1, X21 ].
Although that K is an ordered field that extending the order of R, it is not possible
to show a Rolle’s theorem since K is not henselian. We refer to the reader [7] for a
characterization of whose fields which satisfies a Rolle’s Theorem for polynomials.
In [3], the author proved an implicit function theorem for functions f : K2 → K.
The proof relies in an application of Banach fixed point theorem on the space
C1(X → K) consisting of functions continuously differentiable (in the sense of
[4]) which is complete and ultrametrizable with the uniform norm induced by the
valuation. Since analytic functions are C1- functions, we prove that the local inverse
g of an analytic function f with derivate non-null on an open set U is also an analytic
function.
Let
A(X → K) := {f : X → K| f is analytic on X}.
For f ∈ A(X → K) we define
‖f‖∞ = sup
Γ#
{v(f(x)) : x ∈ X},
where Γ# denote the Dedekind completion of Γ. (A(X → K), ‖ · ‖∞) is a normed
space over K (in the sense of [6]) and ‖·‖∞ is a non-Archimedean norm with values
in Γ#. The topology induced by the norm has as basic open the sets of the form
{g ∈ A(X → K) : ‖g − f‖∞ < q},
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where f ∈ A(X → K) and q ∈ Γ#. The norm ‖ · ‖∞ induces an uniformity U on
A(X → K), which has a base the collection of sets
Sr = {(f, g) : f, g ∈ A(X → K), ‖f − g‖∞ < r}
for all r ∈ Γ#.
The uniform space (A(X → K),U) is (ultra)metrizable and the uniformity is in-
duced by the ultrametric d∞ : A(X → K)×A(X → K)→ R
+ defined as
d∞(f, g) := max
x∈X
{d(f(x), g(x))}.
where d : K → R+ is the ultrametric defined on K (see Preliminaries).
We recall that for all a ∈ K and n ∈ N \ {0},
{z ∈ K : d(z, a) <
1
2n
} ⊂ {z ∈ K : v(z − a) < gˆ−1n } ⊂ {z ∈ K : d(z, a) <
1
2n−1
},
and we conclude that d∞ and ‖ ‖∞ induce the same Cauchy sequences on A(X →
K). Then (A(X → K),U) is complete if and only if each Cauchy sequence converges
in (A(X → K),U). Hence, the followings statements are equivalent:
(1) (fn)n∈N is a Cauchy sequence in (A(X → K),U).
(2) For all ǫ > 0 there exists n0 ∈ N such that ifm,n ≥ n0 then d∞(fm, fn) < ǫ.
(3) For all ǫ ∈ Γ# there exists n1 ∈ N such that ifm,n ≥ n1 then ‖fm−fn‖∞ <
ǫ.
Theorem 2.11. Let a ∈ K and r ∈ Γ. Let pn : Ba(r)→ K a Cauchy sequence of
polynomial in K[X ] with respect to ‖ ‖∞ in Ba(r), then pn converges uniformly to
an analytic function f : Ba(r)→ K.
Proof. Let r ∈ Γ, without loss of generality we suppose that a = 0. Let ǫ > 0 with
ǫ < ri for all i ∈ N and (pn(z))n is a Cauchy sequence of polynomials (in K[x])
with respect to ‖ ‖∞ on B0(r). We consider the following cases:
If {deg(pn(z)) : n ∈ N} es finite, then the elements of (pn(z))n are of the form
pn(z) =
m∑
i=0
a
(n)
i z
i
(
a
(n)
i ∈ K
)
for some m ∈ N. Since (pn) is a Cauchy sequence, there exists N ∈ N such that
‖pt − pu‖∞ < ǫ
2 for all t, u ≥ N and for all i ∈ {0, ..,m}. Applying the Maximum
Principle to (pt − pu), we observe that
v
(
a
(t)
i − a
(u)
i
)
ri ≤ max
1≤i≤m
v
(
a
(t)
i − a
(u)
i
)
ri = ‖pt − pu‖∞ < ǫ
2
Therefore, by the choose of ǫ, v(a
(t)
i − a
(u)
i ) < ǫ for all t, u ≥ N and for all i ∈
{0, ..,m}, which implies that the sequence (a
(n)
i )n is Cauchy uniformly in i and
hence converges in K. Let ai = lim
n→∞
a
(n)
i , then using classical arguments it can be
prove directly that (pn)n converges uniformly to p(z) =
m∑
i=0
aiz
i on B0(r).
If {deg(pn(z)) : n ∈ N} is infinite, we consider a subsequence (qn(z))n of (pn(z))n
with deg(qk) < deg(qk+1), and clearly (qn(z))n is a Cauchy sequence. We suppose
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that
qn(z) =
Mn∑
i=0
a
(n)
i z
i
where Mn = deg(qn(z)). Since a
(n)
i = 0 if i ≥Mn, we write
qn(z) =
∞∑
i=0
a
(n)
i z
i.
Using similar arguments of the previous case, there exists N ∈ N such that
v(a
(t)
i − a
(u)
i ) < ǫ (t, u ≥ N) (∗)
for all i ∈ N. Therefore the sequence (a
(n)
i )n is Cauchy uniformly in i and hence
converges in K. Let ai = lim
n→∞
a
(n)
i . We fix u and then t→∞ in (∗), we have that
v(ai − a
(N)
i ) < ǫ for all i ∈ N. Moreover, a
(N)
i = 0 if i > MN , which implies
v(ai) = v(ai − a
(N)
i ) < ǫ (i > MN ).
Therefore lim
i→∞
ai = 0, and by theorem 2.1 the function p(z) =
∞∑
i=0
aiz
i is well
defined on B0(r). Using classical arguments it can be prove directly that (qn(z))n
converges uniformly to p(z) on B0(r). On the another hand,
‖pn − p‖∞ ≤ max{‖pn − qn‖∞‖qn − p‖∞}.
Since (qn(z))n is a subsequence of (pn(z))n and that is a Cauchy sequence uniformly
on B0(r), then (pn(z)−qn(z))n → 0 if n→∞ uniformly in B0(r). Therefore, we can
conclude that the sequence of polynomial pn(z) converges uniformly to an analytic
function p(z). 
Corollary 2.12. Let (fn)n a sequence of analytic functions defined on Ba(r) for
some r ∈ Γ. If lim
n→∞
fn = f uniformly on Ba(r), then f is an analytic function on
Ba(r).
Proof. Let ǫ ∈ Γ. There exists a sequence of polynomials (pn)n such that ‖fn −
pn‖∞ < ǫ for all n ∈ N. For all
‖f − pn‖∞ ≤ max{‖f − fn‖∞, ‖fn − pn‖∞}.
Since (fn)n converges we have that lim
n→∞
pn = f uniformly on Ba(r), and by the
previous theorem f is analytic on Ba(r). 
Corollary 2.13. (A(Ba(r)→ K),U) is a complete uniform space.
Proof. Let (fn)n be a Cauchy sequence in (A(Ba(r) → K),U). By the previous
assertions, we only must prove that (fn)n converges in (A(Ba(r)→ K), ‖ ‖∞).
Let ǫ ∈ Γ#, then there exists m ∈ N such that for all k, n ≥ m,
‖fk − fn‖∞ < ǫ.
By theorem 2.11, for each n ∈ N there exists a polynomial pn ∈ K[x] such that
‖fn − pn‖∞ < ǫ. We have that
‖pn − pk‖∞ ≤ max{‖fn − pn‖∞, ‖fn − fk‖∞, ‖fk − pk‖∞} < ǫ,
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for all k, n ≥ m, that is, (pn)n is also a Cauchy sequence in (A(Ba(r) → K), d∞).
Then by Corollary 2.12, (pn) converges uniformly to an analytic function f on
Ba(r). But
‖f − fn‖∞ ≤ max{‖f − pn‖∞, ‖pn − fn‖∞}
and by usual arguments, we conclude that fn converges uniformly to f on Ba(r).

Example 2.14 (A continuous function that is not uniformly approximable on K
by polynomials). We remark that kˆ = {x+B0(1
−) : x ∈ R}. Let f : B0(gˆ1)→ K
defined as follows
f(z) =
{
n if z ∈ n+B0(1
−)
0 otherwise
where n ∈ N. Since each ball Bx(1
−) and B0(gˆ1) are clopen, f is continuous on
B0(gˆ1).
Let ǫ < 1
X1
. If there exists p(z) ∈ K[x] such that v(f(z) − p(z)) < ǫ for all
z ∈ B0(gˆ1) then f(z) = p(z) + w(z) with v(w(z)) < ǫ. Applying theorem 2.4 to
p(z), v(p(z)) takes its maximum on {z ∈ K : v(z) = gˆ1}, but on this set
v(p(z)) = v(f(z) + (p(z)− f(z)))
≤ max{v(f(z)), v(p(z)− f(z))}
≤ max{0, v(w(z))} < ǫ < 1.
However, v(p(n)) = v(f(n)−w(n)) = v(n−w(n)) = 1 for all n ∈ N since v(w(n)) <
ǫ < 1.
Using the corollary 2.13 and usual arguments, we can prove directly the following
corollary.
Corollary 2.15. If C is closed set in K, then (A(X → C), d∞) is a complete
metric space.
The proof of the next theorem is based on of the proof of local invertibility theorem
for C1 functions and the implicit theorem proved in [1] and [2] respectively. The
principal argument is the application of fixed point Banach theorem on a complete
metric space.
Theorem 2.16 (Invertibility theorem fo analytic functions). Let f : Bx0(r)→
K a no constant analytic function such that f ′(x0) 6= 0. Then, there exist a neigh-
bourhood U of x0 such that f is injective on U ∩ Bx0(r) and g : f(U ∩ Bx0(r)) →
U ∩Bx0(r), the local inverse of f , is analytic on f(U ∩Bx0(r)).
Proof. Let us suppose that f is analytic on Bx0(r) and let s = f
′(x0) 6= 0. We
remark that f is also a C1 function on X , then there is r1 ∈ Γ such that
sup
Γ#
{
v
(
f(x)− f(y)
x− y
− f ′(x0)
)
: x, y ∈ Bx0(r1), x 6= y
}
< v(X−11 f
′(x0)).
Using the strong triangle inequality we can conclude that
v(f(x) − f(y)) = v(s)v(x − y) (x, y ∈ Bx0(r)).
On the another hand, the function g(x, y) = f(x) − y is continuos in (x0, y0) and
g(x0, y0)) = 0, then there exists δ1 ∈ Γ such that v(f(x0)− y) ≤ v(s) · r1 for each
y ∈ Bx0(δ1).
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We choose δ = min{r1, δ1} and consider the set A(By0(δ) → Bx0(r1)) with the
metric d∞. The set Bx0(r1) is closed on K, then by Corollary 2.15, (A(By0(δ) →
Bx0(r1)), d∞) is a complete metric space.
For ψ ∈ A(By0(δ)→ Bx0(r1)), we define the function
h : A(By0(δ)→ Bx0(r1))→ A(By0(δ)→ Bx0(r1))
as follows
(h(ψ))(y) := ψ(y)− s−1(f(ψ(y)) − y).
We claim that h is well defined. Indeed, let y ∈ By0(δ) and ψ ∈ (A(By0(δ) →
Bx0(r1)), d∞). Then ψ(y) ∈ Bx0(r1) and
v((h(ψ))(y) − x0) = v(ψ(y)− s
−1(f(ψ(y)) − y)− x0)
≤ max{v(ψ(y)− x0), s
−1(f(ψ(y)) − f(x0)), s
−1(f(x0)− y)}.
Since ψ(y) ∈ Bx0(r1) and r1 ≤ r, from the first observation
v(f(ψ(y)) − f(x0)) = v(s)v(ψ(y) − x0).
On the other hand, by the choose of δ and the continuity of g(x, y) in (x0, y0), it
follows that v(f(x0)− y)) ≤ r1 if v(y− y0) ≤ δ. Hence, v((h(f))(x)− y0) ≤ r1 and
(h(ψ))(y) ∈ Bx0(r1), and we conclude that h is well defined.
For finishing the proof, we show that h is a contraction on A(By0(δ)→ Bx0(r1)).
Let ψ, ϕ ∈ A(By0(δ)→ Bx0(r1)), then for all y ∈ By0(δ) with ψ(y) 6= ϕ(y)
v((h(ψ))(y) − (h(ϕ))(y)) = v((ψ(y)− ϕ(y))− s−1(f(ψ(y))− f(ϕ(y)))
= v(s−1(ψ(y)− ϕ(y)) v
(
s−
f(ψ(y))− f(ϕ(y))
ψ(y)− ϕ(y)
)
.
But, we have that ψ(y), ϕ(y) ∈ Bx0(r1) for all y ∈ By0(δ), and
sup
Γ#
{
v
(
f(x)− f(y)
x− y
− f ′(x0)
)
: x, y ∈ Bx0(r1), x 6= y
}
< v(X−11 f
′(x0)).
which implies that
v
(
s−
f(ψ(y))− f(ϕ(y))
ψ(y)− ϕ(y)
)
≤ v(X−11 )v(s).
Therefore v((h(ψ))(y) − (h(ϕ))(y)) < gˆ−11 v(ψ(y) − ϕ(y)).
Since the order and the valuation are compatible on K, we have that
|(h(ψ))(y) − (h(ϕ))(y)| < |X−11 (ψ(y)− ϕ(y))|.
But φ is an increasing function and satisfies the following inequality
φ(|(h(ψ))(y) − (h(ϕ))(y)|) ≤ φ(|X−11 (ψ(y)− ϕ(y))|) ≤ φ(|X
−1
1 |)φ(|ψ(y) − ϕ(y)|).
Therefore, by the definition of d, we have that
d((h(ψ))(x), (h(ϕ))(x)) ≤
1
2
d(ψ(x), ϕ(x))) (x ∈ Bx0(δ), ψ(x) 6= ϕ(x)).
If ψ(x) = ϕ(x) for some x ∈ Bx0(r), then (ψ(f))(x) = (ϕ(g))(x) and the inequality
above is true on Bx0(r). Hence, for all x ∈ Bx0(r)
d((h(ψ))(x), (h(ϕ))(x)) ≤
1
2
d(ψ(x), ϕ(x))) ≤
1
2
d∞(ψ, ϕ),
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which implies that h is a contraction, and applying the Banach fixed point theorem
there exists a unique function
w(z) ∈ A(By0(δ)→ Bx0(r1))
such that (h(w)(y) = w(y). But (h(w))(y) = w(y) − s−1((f ◦ w)(y) − y), then
(f ◦ w)(y) = y for all y ∈ By0(δ).

Corollary 2.17. Let f : D → K a non-constant analytic function such that
f ′(z) 6= 0 on D. If U ⊂ D is an open set then f(U) is open.
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